THE BOY IN THE STRIPED PYJAMAS

TEST LEVEL 4

Name:

1 Tick

the five things we know about “the Fury”.

1 He was the leader of Germany.

2 He came from Austria.

3 He had a girlfriend called Eva.

4 He was stronger than Bruno’s father.

5 He was short.

6 He had a beard.

7 Bruno thought that he was rude.

8 He had big plans for Bruno’s father.

/5
2 Complete the conversation. Choose the best answers (a–h) below. There are two
extra answers.
Mother: We’ll have to close the house for now. We will come back to it one day.
1
Bruno:
Mother: They’re coming with us.
2
Bruno:
Mother: Yes, Bruno. It is more than a mile away. A lot more.
3
Bruno:
Mother: Yes. Your father’s job is …
4
Bruno:
Mother: You’ll have to say goodbye to them for now. But I’m sure that you’ll see them again later.
		
And please be polite, Bruno. Do not talk when I am talking.
5
Bruno:
Mother: You’ll make other friends. I’m sorry Bruno, but we don’t have …
6
Bruno:
Mother: Bruno, that’s enough!
a But what about school? And what about Karl, Daniel and Martin? How will they know where I am?
b But Mother …!
c But what about Lars and Maria?
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d So we’re leaving Berlin?
e Who was that awful man?
f Say goodbye to them? Say goodbye to them?
g Where are we going? Is it more than a mile away?
h Will I still have my own bedroom?
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3 Complete the sentences with the correct options (a, b or c).
1 The family’s new house is …
a much better than their house in Berlin.
b not as good as their house in Berlin.
c like their house in Berlin.
2 The man with the blonde hair was …
a carrying a box.
b helping the family unpack.
c talking to Maria.
3 When Bruno looked out of the window he …
a could see Berlin.
b saw children playing happily.
c felt cold and unsafe.
4 Gretel’s friends …
a were good friends with Bruno too.
b often laughed at Bruno.
c were going to visit soon.
5 The people “behind” the wire were …
a talking with the soldiers.
b trying to escape.
c all wearing the same clothes.

/5

4 Who said these words? Write B (Bruno) or F (Father).
1 “The past is finished. This is a new beginning.”
2 “Home isn’t just a building. Home is where the family are, isn’t it?”
3 “But when can we go back to Berlin?”
4 “Who are all those people outside?”
5 “You must not worry about them. They’re not like you at all.”
6 “Everything is horrible.”
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5 Complete the text. Choose the correct words (a, b, c or d) for each gap.
“I think that coming here was a mistake. Stupid Father.”
Maria’s eyes opened wide and she moved 1 a around
b on
c into
d over
2

a may

him with her hand over her mouth. “You

not say that about your father,” she said. “He is a good man and he

3

a done

b must

b doing

c might

c has done

d could

d was doing

many things for me.” Then she sat on the bed and continued quietly. “You don’t remember how I came
to work for you,4 a don’t you
b do you
c are you
d did you
Bruno 5 a frown
b is frowning
c frowned
d has frowned

? How could you? You were only three years old.”

. Maria was just the family maid. He never thought of her as a person

with a life and a past. But of course she thought about things, and like him she had friends that she
missed and wanted to see again.
“My mother knew your father when he was a boy,” she explained. “She worked for your grandmother
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when she was a 6 a sing
b sang
c song
d singer

in theatres. They were friends for many years. But times were difficult

and my mother became ill and had to go to hospital. Your father paid for 7 a nothing
b something
c everything
d anything

, and he

took me into his house and gave me a job. So don’t call your father stupid, Bruno.” She stood up and
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out of the window at the people in the striped pyjamas.

/8

6 Match the two parts of the sentences. Draw lines between them.
1 So one Saturday afternoon,
a when he kicked the tree and the tyre turned.
2 He was not wearing his uniform today
b he decided to make himself a swing.
3 Pavel came towards them and
c Pavel looked back down at the sink and
4 Bruno was swinging happily on the tyre
continued to wash the carrots.
5 He put him down carefully on one of
d and he looked much younger than usual.
6 As soon as he heard her,
e Mother’s wooden chairs and looked carefully
7 Bruno got off the chair and left the room,
at his knee.
f but he was still able to hear Mother say
“Thank you,” to Pavel.
g Lieutenant Kotler spoke to him rudely.
/7
7 Choose the correct words.
1 The two people that Bruno missed / have missed the most were Grandfather and Grandmother.
2 The plays were usually lots of fun, but the last one gone / went very wrong and Bruno still
remembered it.
3 “He’s helping to make his country better again after so many bad things were done / did to it!”
4 But Bruno did not remember Karl and Daniel’s faces quite so well now and Berlin did not
feel / felt so close.
5 The soldiers came to speak to Father in his office every day, and then left / was leaving.
6 “You must / must to understand who you are and where you came from.
/6
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8 Correct the sentences. The bold words are incorrect.
1 There was one thing Bruno did in Berlin and he could do it here, too. That was travelling.

2 Bruno began to follow the fence, feeling like Ferdinand Magellan, who was Bruno’s

favourite explorer.
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3 He wore a hat which had a star on it.

4 “My birthday is 15th March, too, and I was born in 1934.”

/4

9 Read the text. Choose the correct answers below (Right, Wrong or Does not say).
“Where did you come from?” asked Shmuel.
“Berlin,” Bruno replied. “It’s in Germany. Don’t you come from Germany?”
“No, I’m from Poland,” said Shmuel. “But I speak German because Mother teaches it in school.
She teaches French and Italian, too.”
“Poland,” said Bruno, slowly. “That’s not as good as Germany, is it?”
Shmuel frowned. “Why isn’t it?” he asked.
“Well, because GERMANY IS THE GREATEST COUNTRY IN THE WORLD,” Bruno replied,
remembering Father’s words. “So where is Poland?”
Shmuel was silent for a moment, and then he said, “This is Poland.”
“Is it?” asked Bruno, looking surprised.
“Yes,” said Shmuel. “But it’s not a very nice part of it.”
“Berlin is much nicer,” said Bruno. “We had a big house there with five floors and there were lovely
streets with cafés and a fruit and vegetable market.”
“Kraców, where I come from, is nicer than Berlin,” said Shmuel. “Everyone is very friendly and the
food is much better, too.”
“Well, we don’t agree, but that’s OK,” said Bruno, because he did not want to fight with his
new friend.
1 Shmuel is from Poland.
2 Shmuel’s mother can speak English.
3 Bruno thinks that Poland is better than Germany.
4 Bruno does not know he is in Poland.
5 Shmuel likes the part of Poland that they are in.
6 Bruno’s house in Berlin had a large garden.
7 Shmuel likes Polish food more than German food.
8 Bruno has eaten Polish food.

Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right
Right

Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong

Does not say
Does not say
Does not say
Does not say
Does not say
Does not say
Does not say
Does not say
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10 Read the answers about Chapter Seven. Write the questions.
1 What

Bruno began to understand that they were not going back to Berlin.
2 What

Bruno was talking to Maria about Pavel.
3 Where

The people in the camp were mostly from Poland.
4 Did

No, he didn’t. Lieutenant Kotler frightened Shmuel.
5 Who

Lieutenant Kotler joined the family for dinner.
6 Who

Pavel dropped the wine bottle at dinner.

/6

11 Complete the text. Write one word in each gap.
Bruno continued to meet Shmuel 1
his lessons with Herr Liszt. His mother usually
went to sleep in 2
afternoon and never noticed him leave. And Gretel was normally
3
in her room
with her dolls.
4
Shmuel
usually waiting for him in the same place, staring at the ground.
5
One afternoon, Bruno noticed
he had a bruise around his eye. But when Bruno
asked him about it, he just shook his head. “I don’t want to talk 6
it,” he said.
Bruno still wanted to go under the fence to play with his friend and the other boys. He asked about
7
it
day. But every day Shmuel said no, it was 8
a good idea.
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/8
12 Complete the sentences. Write the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.
1 A few days later, Bruno woke up and saw that it
(rain) heavily.
2 Bruno
(lie) on his bed with a book but it was hard to read because he kept
thinking about Shmuel.
3 He and his sister were both children, and she
(not have) friends either.
4 “I do have a new friend. I go and see him every day and he
5 “I

(wait) for me now.

(say) sorry for that tomorrow,” he thought.
/5
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13 Answer the questions about Chapter Nine.
1 Why was Bruno worried about Shmuel?

2 Why did Lieutenant Kotler bring Shmuel to Bruno’s house?

3 What food does Bruno give to Shmuel?

4 Why does Bruno say that he does not know Shmuel?

/4

14 Write T (true) or F (false).
1 Shmuel could not forgive Bruno for lying to Kotler.
2 The family have lived in the new house for a year.
3 The house still did not feel like home for Bruno.
4 Kotler left after an argument.
5 Gretel did not play with her dolls any more.
6 Bruno was the first person to discover the lice.
7 The special shampoo smelled very nice.
8 Bruno’s father thought that it was easier to shave off Bruno’s hair.
/8
15 Unscramble the sentences.
1 She / left. / had / no one / after / to / Lieutenant Kotler / to talk

2 the ground / smiled / sat down / opposite him. / Bruno / and / on
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3 not speak. / Shmuel / he looked / sad and / but / could / nodded, / very

4 Then / had / suddenly / an / Bruno / idea.

/4
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16 Put the events from Chapter Twelve in the correct order (1–7).
a
Bruno and Shmuel hold hands.
b
Bruno’s father has to leave Out-With.
c
Shmuel gives Bruno the pyjamas.
d
Gretel misses her brother.
e
Everyone in the long room begins to scream.
f
Bruno and Shmuel are caught in the middle of a march.
g
Bruno sees three soldiers shouting at some men.
/7

17 Complete the sentences. Use the verbs in brackets in the past continuous or the past
simple form.
1 Now, a week later, something strange
(happen) and Bruno
(guess) that it was because of the Fury’s visit.
2 Father
(sat) behind the desk and he looked up from some papers when Bruno
(enter).
3 Bruno
(swing) happily on the tyre when he
(kick) the tree
and the tyre turned.
4 While he
(walk), he never
(see) anyone close to the fence.
5 When they
(finish) in the afternoon, it
still
(rain).
6 Bruno
(read) in his room when he
(hear) Lieutenant Kotler
arrive at the house and speak to someone.
/6

18 Complete the sentences. Use the verbs in the box in the past passive form.
close

do

find

1 Shmuel smiled and Bruno knew that he

forgive

put

take away

.

2 He went back to the place where the clothes
3
4
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5
6

the year before.
“He’s helping to make his country better again after so many bad things
to it!”
“Then Mother
from us,” said Shmuel, …
“and Father and I
in those long buildings.”
Bruno did not hear what Shmuel replied because at that moment there were loud shouts as the door

to the room

.
/6
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19 Complete the sentences. Choose the correct options (a, b or c).
1 I should go home. I’m sorry we
your father.
a hasn’t found
b haven’t found
c haven’t find
2 And she’s right. You’ve
a been
3 “They’ve
a come

here too long.
b be

c being

for dinner with Mother and Father!” she added, proudly.
b came
c coming

4 He

his grandfather for a few days and he’s very worried about him.
a have seen
b hasn’t see
c hasn’t seen

5 Have you

to him?

a talked

b talk

c to talk

/5

20 Read the definitions. Choose the correct words. There are three extra words.
bruise

confused

frown

lice

maid

mud

shampoo

shed

sort out

1 To move the top part of your face to show that you
2
3
4
5
6

are not happy or you are thinking hard.
A building, often made of wood, in a garden or on a farm.
A blue, yellow or brown area on your skin where
someone or something has hit it.
Small insects that can live in people’s hair.
Soft, wet ground in a field, for example.
To put things in their correct place or into groups.
/6
/120
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